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1.Key function description：
Multiple Movement Mode，body temperature monitoring, heart 
rate monitoring,  blood pressure monitoring, sleeping monitoring, 
message notification, raise hand to brighten the screen, Sedentary 
reminding, drink reminding, APP Data Sync, analyzing and reporting, 
waterproof IP67.

3.Charging
Be sure to use the bracelet fully charged. 
The charger output voltage: + 5 V 
Charging time: 1.5~2 hours
Charing method：

2.Basic operation
Long press touch button 5 seconds to turn on the device
Short press touch button: Wake up the screen , switch to different 
function mode
Long press touch button: Enter menu.
              



4.Function interfaces
4.1 Main interface（3 kinds of dials）

Note：On main interface, long press touch button can switch dials.

4.2 Pedometer(steps counting)\distance\ Calorie

Note: At 12 PM, the step counting data of the bracelet will 
automatically clear to zero。



4.3 Health

1).Body Temperature Detecting
Keep taping the touch panel until it shows the “health”
icon, long press the touch panel to enter thermometer 
interface. It suggested the smart band should be wore 
on the left wrist,1.5cm from the wrist joints. Make sure 
the smart band is close enough with your skin to detect 
the temperature.(Use the thermometer function after 
10mins of wearing as suggested)

2).Heart Rate Monitoring
Keep press the touch panel until it shows the “health”
icon, long press the touch panel to enter,choose the 
heart rate mode as shown below by taping the touch 
panel.



3).Blood Pressure Monitoring
In the“health”interface, long press the touch panel to 
enter,choose the blood pressure mode as shown below 
by taping the touch panel.Please keep it still until the 
data show up.

4).Blood Oxygen Monitoring
In the“health”interface, long press the touch panel to 
enter,choose the Blood Oxygen mode as shown below 
by taping the touch panel.Please keep it still until the 
data show up.

4.4 Sleep monitoring
The sleep monitoring time period is from 22:00 to 
08:00 the next day. The wristband displays the sleep 
data, and the sleep data generated that night. The 
next day can be connected to Bluetooth to synchronize 
to the APK of the mobile phone in real time 
(Note: Synchronization prerequisite: APK To bind the 
bracelet)



4.5 Sport

In this menu, you can select different sport modes by clicking the 
touch keys cyclically.
Long press the touch area to enter the sports mode and generate 
related sports data, and cyclically click the touch keys to display 
such as steps, heart rate, calorie consumption, real-time time, 
exercise duration, etc.
Press and hold the touch area again to pause the sport, and short 
press to exit the sport mode.

Walk Running Cycling Basketball

TableTennis Badminton Climbing Football



4.6 Message
Support display 6 pushed messages recently. Such as: caller 
information, QQ message, WeChat message, WhatsApp message, 
etc.

4.7 More--Tools

Long press to enter the second menu to perform functions.    

5.Connect with Bluetooth
1).Open the bracelet
2).Open the bluetooth
3).Scan the QR code as below，
download Youth health APP or 
Search “Youth health” from 
App Store（IOS）、application 
market.           
Please check Youth health LOGO：

More FindPhone About QRcode Reset Power off



4).Installation is complete and open Youth 
health APP，in “Device”“ADD DEVICE”，
Choose the right name from the list
（ex：MTB018T），Click to automatically 
connect the corresponding bracelet. After 
the bracelet is successfully connected, the 
time, date and language (some languages 
may not be supported) on the bracelet will 
be automatically synchronized with the 
mobile phone system.

5).Bluetooth Disconnecting
a. Cancel the pairing or turn off Bluetooth via mobile phone system 
settings.
b. Unbind the bracelet via “More” function in the mobile App.
c. Turn off the mobile APP.

6).Bluetooth Automatic Reconnecting
   If the mobile phone was connected to the bracelet before, when 
the bracelet reaches the Bluetooth connection range, opening the 
mobile APP “Youth Health”,Bluetooth will automatically reconnect it.



6.The APP Introduction-Youth Health
   After installing the APP “Youth Health”, please click on the "My" 
interface to set your user information at first, such as avatar, nickname, 
gender, height, weight, etc., then the phone and the bracelet will pair 
via Bluetooth, and the mobile APP will bind to the bracelet (Refer to 
the Bluetooth pairing steps).
   After a successful connection between the bracelet and the 
mobile APP, the sports data will be automatically synchronized.

6.1 Step, Sleep, Heart Rate, Blood Pressure, Blood Oxygen and body 
temperature
    These five modes, data collection can only be completed after the 
bracelet is connected and can be synchronized to the mobile APP in 
real time. As the diagram below:

 Please note: Step and Sleep are enabled by default at start up.



6.2 Sports data analysis and report



6.3 Equipment

The following functions can only be realized under the premise that the 
bracelet is connected to the app successfully.

○ Find device: When you can’t find the bracelet, click "Find Device". The 
bracelet will vibrate or light up (with the reminder mode set above) within 
the Bluetooth range without the normal connection being unbundled. 
There is an icon reminder on the bracelet.

○ Take picture: Click the take a picture function in phone APP, There will 
be an icon on the bracelet,click the bracelet to take a picture



○ Unit setting: Select measurement unit / temperature unit setting

○ Connect Apple health: Allow notifications, manually enter the Apple 
Health APP settings page settings

○ Notifications: Including call notification, SMS notification, application 
message push, such as QQ message push, "WeChat message" push and 
other functions. For example: the application in the device pushes the 
notification of incoming call, when the phone receives a call, the bracelet 
vibrates to remind the screen.

○ Sedentary reminder: Set the start to end time period, sedentary time 
interval (minutes), threshold (steps), click to enter the repeat setting, select 
the sedentary reminder date (week), when the sedentary time arrives, the 
bracelet will vibrate brightly Display icon.

○ Alarm clock reminds:
Add the alarm time, when the alarm clock time arrived, the smart bracelet 
will vibrate and the screen bright to remind and display the alarm icon.

○ Drink Reminder:
Turn on the drink reminder and set the monitoring period, then the 
bracelet will remind you to drink water at regular intervals within the 
specified time. The bracelet has an icon of a cup.



○ Raise your hand to brighten the screen:
Turn on the function of Raise your hand to brighten the screen. Raising the 
hand to tilt the bracelet inwards and facing the wearer directly in front, the 
bracelet will shows the bright screen automatically.

○ Remind mode:
When the mobile phone Youth health APP sets the alarm time to arrive or 
receives a push message:
a. Bright screen: the smart bracelet only have bright screen reminds.
b. Vibration: the smart bracelet only vibrates.
c. Bright screen+vibration: the smart bracelet bright screen+vibrate 
reminder

○ Heart rate Monitor:
Turn on the heart rate monitor and set the detection period, and the 
bracelet can detect the heart rate every other frequency within the 
specified time.



○ Do not disturb mode:
When turning on "do not disturb mode", in addition to the alarm clock, all 
push notifications that are set in the settings will not have an automatic 
bright screen and vibration.

○ Firmware Upgrade:
When enter into the “firmware update” and check the Youth health APP
 version, user could check for updates to the new version.

7.Main Specification:
Processor：BK3431
Display ：LCD TFT 0.96 inch
Battery capacity：90mAh          
Waterproof：IP67
Working time：5-7days
OS:  Android 5.1 and above & IOS 8.0 and above
Heart Rate: Built-in
Wake up screen automatically：Built-in
Bluetooth：BLE 4.0                    



3). Bluetooth is automatically disconnected, resulting the messages 
cannot be pushed:
If the bracelet can not receive messages, please confirm that the 
smart phone’s app is running in the background and the message 
notification is turned on (the auxiliary function also needs to be 
turned on); Pay attention to check if Do Not Disturb mode is turned 
on when pushing messages.

4). If the sports, sleep, heart rate data is not synchronized to the 
mobile phone APP after the bracelet is connected to the mobile 
phone, please try to disconnect Bluetooth and then reconnect.

5). This machine can not replace professional medical equipment, 
the data is for user reference only.

8.Common problem:
1). Do not switch on: when using for the first time, please connect the 
charger to activate the bracelet; if the bracelet no power, please charge.

2). No Bluetooth connection:
a. Please make sure that the Bluetooth of the mobile phone is turned 
on and the bracelet is turned on;
b. Please make sure that the bracelet is not bound by other 
accounts when searching the Bluetooth.
c. Please keep the bracelet and mobile phone as close as possible 
when searching the Bluetooth.




